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We investigate Linear and Inverse seesaw mechanisms with maximal zero textures of the constituent 
matrices subjected to the assumption of non-zero eigenvalues for the neutrino mass matrix mν and 
charged lepton mass matrix me . If we restrict to the minimally parametrized non-singular ‘me ’ (i.e., 
with maximum number of zeros) it gives rise to only 6 possible textures of me . Non-zero determinant 
of mν dictates six possible textures of the constituent matrices. We ask in this minimalistic approach, 
what phenomenologically allowed maximum zero textures are possible. It turns out that Inverse seesaw 
leads to 7 allowed two-zero textures while the Linear seesaw leads to only one. In Inverse seesaw, we 
show that 2 is the maximum number of independent zeros that can be inserted into μS to obtain 
all 7 viable two-zero textures of mν . On the other hand, in Linear seesaw mechanism, the minimal 
scheme allows maximum 5 zeros to be accommodated in ‘m’ so as to obtain viable effective neutrino 
mass matrices (mν ). Interestingly, we ﬁnd that our minimalistic approach in Inverse seesaw leads to a 
realization of all the phenomenologically allowed two-zero textures whereas in Linear seesaw only one 
such texture is viable. Next, our numerical analysis shows that none of the two-zero textures give rise 
to enough CP violation or signiﬁcant δC P . Therefore, if δC P = π/2 is established, our minimalistic scheme 
may still be viable provided we allow larger number of parameters in ‘me ’.
© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
In Type-I seesaw mechanism the lightness of the observed neu-
trinos is attributed to a seesaw scale around the GUT scale incor-
porated in the theory. In this mechanism, right-handed neutrinos 
(νR) incorporated in the seesaw scale are usually identiﬁed with 
the mass of the νR : (MνR ) lightest of which is constrained from 
leptogenesis as Mlightest ≥ 108 GeV [1,2]. Probing the new physics 
at such a high scale is far beyond the reach of ongoing collider ex-
periments. Moreover, apart from experimental accessibility, a the-
oretical analysis based on naturalness for a hierarchical νR masses 
(MR3 > MR2 > MR1 ) put constraints on them as [3]:
MR1 ≤ 4× 107 GeV, MR2 ≤ 7× 107 GeV,
MR3 ≤ 3× 107 GeV(
0.05 eV
mmin
)
1
3 (1.1)
where mmin is the mass of the lightest neutrino. On the other 
hand, a seesaw scale in the TeV range can be realized in some 
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SCOAP3.other variants, such as Inverse seesaw, Linear seesaw etc. by pay-
ing the price in terms of addition of extra singlet neutral fermions 
into these mechanisms which can explain the smallness of neu-
trino mass by a small lepton-number breaking mass matrix. The 
ingredients of these two models incorporate, in addition to the 
Standard Model singlet right-handed neutrinos {ναR }, a set of sin-
glet fermions {SβR}, where α, β (= 1, 2, 3) are the ﬂavour indices. 
The Yukawa sector of such low energy seesaw mechanism is de-
scribed by the Lagrangian [4–16]
−Lmass = ναLmαβD νβR + MαβR (ναR)cνβR + MαβL ναL(νβL)c
+ μαβS (SαR)c SβR + ναLMαβ SβR +mαβ(ναR)c SβR
+ h.c. (1.2)
= (ναL (νβR)c (SβR)c
)
⎛
⎝
ML mD M
mTD MR m
MT m μS
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
(νβL)
c
νβR
SβR
⎞
⎠+ h.c.
(1.3)
where mD , M , m (since it is due to combination of two differ-
ent ﬁelds) are the Dirac type and the rest are the Majorana type 
mass matrices. Usually the Linear seesaw mechanism is facilitated 
with the exclusion of all other lepton number violating mass terms le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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Minimal textures of the charged lepton mass matrix me .
m(1)e =
⎛
⎝
A′eia′ 0 0
0 B ′eib′ 0
0 0 C ′eic′
⎞
⎠ m(2)e =
⎛
⎝
0 0 A′eia′
0 B ′eib′ 0
C ′eic′ 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(3)e =
⎛
⎝
A′eia′ 0 0
0 0 B ′eib′
0 C ′eic′ 0
⎞
⎠
m(4)e =
⎛
⎝
0 0 A′eia′
B ′eib′ 0 0
0 C ′eic′ 0
⎞
⎠ m(5)e =
⎛
⎝
0 A′eia′ 0
0 0 B ′eib′
C ′eic′ 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(6)e =
⎛
⎝
0 A′eia′ 0
B ′eib′ 0 0
0 0 C ′eic′
⎞
⎠
Table 2
Minimal (6-zero) textures of mD with det(mD ) = 0.
Minimal (6-zero) textures ofmD with det(mD ) = 0
m(1)D =
⎛
⎝
Aeia 0 0
0 Beib 0
0 0 Ceic
⎞
⎠ m(2)D =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Aeia
0 Beib 0
Ceic 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(3)D =
⎛
⎝
Aeia 0 0
0 0 Beib
0 Ceic 0
⎞
⎠
m(4)D =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Aeia
Beib 0 0
0 Ceic 0
⎞
⎠ m(5)D =
⎛
⎝
0 Aeia 0
0 0 Beib
Ceic 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(6)D =
⎛
⎝
0 Aeia 0
Beib 0 0
0 0 Ceic
⎞
⎠except ‘m’ whereas in Inverse seesaw mechanism both μS and 
m contain lepton number violating mass terms. Thus for Linear 
seesaw, we consider diagonal entries ML = MR = μS = 0 and for 
Inverse seesaw, ML = MR = M = 0. Therefore, the low energy ef-
fective neutrino mass matrix in Linear seesaw [17–21] can be writ-
ten as
mν ≈ −M(m−1mTD) − [M(m−1mTD)]T (1.4)
and accordingly in Inverse seesaw it turns out as
mν ≈mDm−1μS(mDm−1)T . (1.5)
Now as there are fewer number of experimental constraints, a 
fruitful approach is to minimize the number of parameters in the 
Lagrangian. Popular paradigm is to consider some symmetry in the 
Lagrangian that reduces the number of parameters or to assume 
texture zeros (which are also dictated by some underlying symme-
try) in the fundamental mass matrices.
In our present work we investigate both the low energy seesaw 
mechanisms mentioned earlier, incorporating the idea of maxi-
mal zero textures [22–41] subjected to the criterion of non-zero 
eigenvalues of the charged lepton (me) and effective neutrino mass 
matrix (mν ). We investigate the viable textures of mν with maxi-
mum number of zeros that can be accommodated with the current 
data. Our methodology is as follows:
i) First we explore to ﬁnd out a minimal texture of charged lep-
ton mass matrix (me) which gives rise to three distinct non-
zero eigenvalues, i.e., minimum number of parameters neces-
sary to obtain det(mem
†
e) = 0. The textures obtained are such 
that they do not contribute to U PMNS .
ii) Next we assume all the three light neutrino eigenvalues of 
mν are non-zero i.e., det(mν) = 0. The Linear seesaw formula 
implies that mD , m and M are also non-singular. This fact un-
ambiguously determines the possible minimal textures of mD , 
m and M . In the Inverse seesaw, the same criterion ﬁxes the 
minimal textures of mD , μS and m.
iii) Fixing a particular minimal structure of mD and M in Linear 
seesaw (or mD and m in Inverse Seesaw), we systematically 
explore to obtain the minimal texture of the matrix m (in Lin-
ear Seesaw) and μS in Inverse Seesaw by putting zeros in 
different entries, for the case of Linear (Inverse) seesaw.
iv) Following, we utilize the Frampton and Glashow and Marfatia 
condition [22] to eliminate emerged unphysical effective neu-
trino matrices (mν ).v) Finally, we explore numerically the parameter space of the sur-
vived matrices utilizing the neutrino oscillation global ﬁt data 
and predict imi , |m11|, J C P , δC P along with the hierarchical 
structure of neutrino masses.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 contains minimally 
parametrized charged lepton mass matrices me and it is obtained 
that they do not contribute to U PMNS . Effective neutrino mass ma-
trices arising from texture zeros in Linear seesaw are discussed in 
Sec. 3. The same analysis for Inverse seesaw is presented in Sec. 4. 
Sec. 5 contains the summary of the present work.
2. The minimal charged lepton basis
In general, the charged lepton mass matrix has the form
me =
⎛
⎝
A′eia′ B ′eib′ C ′eic′
D ′eid′ E ′eie′ F ′ei f ′
G ′eig′ H ′eih′ K ′eik′
⎞
⎠ . (2.1)
We look for maximum zero textures (minimum number of pa-
rameters) of me such that det(mem
†
e) = 0 (or non-zero eigenvalues 
for me). A careful inspection of the determinant det(mem
†
e) reveals 
six stringent possibilities and are presented accordingly in Table 1.
Interestingly, for all these matrices, mem
†
e is diagonal. The ma-
trix (Ul) that diagonalizes mem
†
e is an unit matrix and therefore, 
the mixing arises only from the neutrino sector of the Lagrangian 
since U PMNS = Ul†Uν .
3. Texture zeros in Linear seesaw
If A is an invertible n × n square matrix, and B and C are n ×m
matrices, then
det(A + BCT ) = det(Im + CT A−1B)det A (3.1)
Therefore, if we assume det(mν) = 0, the Linear Seesaw for-
mula implies that det(Mm−1mTD) = 0. Therefore, M , m−1 and mTD
must be non-singular. Since, for a matrix A, det(A) = det(AT ), 
det(A−1) = 1/det(A), we obtain that mD , M and m must be non-
singular. These leads to the following textures of mD , M and m and 
are shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
3.1. Effective mν in Linear seesaw
Our basic requirement is to admit a structure of mν is based 
on the result of Ref. [22] in which it is shown that to obtain a 
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Minimal (6-zero) textures of M with det(M) = 0.
Minimal (6-zero) textures of M with det(M) = 0
M(1) =
⎛
⎝
Xeix 0 0
0 Y eiy 0
0 0 Zeiz
⎞
⎠ M(2) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Xeix
0 Y eiy 0
Zeiz 0 0
⎞
⎠ M(3) =
⎛
⎝
Xeix 0 0
0 0 Y eiy
0 Zeiz 0
⎞
⎠
M(4) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Xeix
Y eiy 0 0
0 Zeiz 0
⎞
⎠ M(5) =
⎛
⎝
0 Xeix 0
0 0 Y eiy
Zeiz 0 0
⎞
⎠ M(6) =
⎛
⎝
0 Xeix 0
Y eiy 0 0
0 0 Zeiz
⎞
⎠
Table 4
Minimal (6-zero) textures of m with det(m) = 0.
Minimal (6-zero) textures ofm with det(m) = 0
m(1) =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 Q eiq 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m(2) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
0 Q eiq 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(3) =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 0 Q eiq
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠
m(4) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Q eiq 0 0
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m(5) =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
0 0 Q eiq
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(6) =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Q eiq 0 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠
Table 5
Viable 5-zero textures of m.
5 zero textures ofm
m1 =
⎛
⎝
Peip Seis 0
0 Q eiq 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m2 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 Seis
0 Q eiq 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m3 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
Seis Q eiq 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠
m4 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 Q eiq Seis
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m5 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 Q eiq 0
Seis 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m6 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 Q eiq 0
0 Seis Reir
⎞
⎠
m7 =
⎛
⎝
Seis Peip 0
Q eiq 0 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m8 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip Seis
Q eiq 0 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m9 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Q eiq Seis 0
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠
m10 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Q eiq 0 Seis
0 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m11 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Q eiq 0 0
Seis 0 Reir
⎞
⎠ m12 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Q eiq 0 0
0 Seis Reir
⎞
⎠
m13 =
⎛
⎝
Seis 0 Peip
Q eiq 0 0
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m14 =
⎛
⎝
0 Seis Peip
Q eiq 0 0
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m15 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Q eiq Seis 0
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠
m16 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Q eiq 0 Seis
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m17 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Q eiq 0 0
Seis Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m18 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Q eiq 0 0
0 Reir Seis
⎞
⎠
m19 =
⎛
⎝
Seis Peip 0
0 0 Q eiq
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m20 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip Seis
0 0 Q eiq
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m21 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
Seis 0 Q eiq
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠
m22 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
0 Seis Q eiq
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m23 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
0 0 Q eiq
Reir Seis 0
⎞
⎠ m24 =
⎛
⎝
0 Peip 0
0 0 Q eiq
Reir 0 Seis
⎞
⎠
m25 =
⎛
⎝
Peip Seis 0
0 0 Q eiq
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m26 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 Seis
0 0 Q eiq
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m27 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
Seis 0 Q eiq
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠
m28 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 Seis Q eiq
0 Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m29 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 0 Q eiq
Seis Reir 0
⎞
⎠ m30 =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 0 Q eiq
0 Reir Seis
⎞
⎠
m31 =
⎛
⎝
Seis 0 Peip
0 Q eiq 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m32 =
⎛
⎝
0 Seis Peip
0 Q eiq 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m33 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
Seis Q eiq 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠
m34 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
0 Q eiq Seis
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ m35 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
0 Q eiq 0
Reir Seis 0
⎞
⎠ m36 =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Peip
0 Q eiq 0
Reir 0 Seis
⎞
⎠phenomenologically viable mν , the number of independent zeros 
should be at least two. Keeping such criterion in view we start 
with maximum number of zeros in the matrix m for a given mD
and M . It turns out that for 6 zeros in m, all the emerged mν have
either three or more independent zeros. Discarding such textures, 
therefore, we start with ﬁve zero textures of m. In general, there 
are 126 possible 5-zero textures of m. But implementation of Lin-
ear seesaw, as well as our demand of non-zero eigenvalues of mν
requires m to be non-singular. The requirement drastically reduces the number of non-singular 5-zero textures of m to 36 which are 
presented in Table 5.
Interestingly, only the combinations given in a table (Table 6) 
give rise to phenomenologically viable mν and all of them leads to 
a single generic structure as
⎛
⎝
× × ×
× 0 ×
× × 0
⎞
⎠ . (3.2)
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Compositions for allowed realizations of mν .
M →
mD ↓ M(1) M(2) M(3) M(4) M(5) M(6)
m(1)D m
16, m23 m12, m17 m9, m36 m5, m22 m3, m18 m29, m34
m(2)D m
10, m25 m14, m21 m2, m15 m28, m31 m8, m33 m4, m19
m(3)D m
9, m36 m5, m22 m16, m23 m12, m27 m29, m34 m3, m18
m(4)D m
2, m15 m28, m31 m10, m25 m14, m21 m4, m19 m8, m33
m(5)D m
1, m24 m11, m32 m26, m35 m6, m13 m17, m20 m7, m30
m(6)D m
26, m35 m6, m13 m1, m24 m11, m31 m7, m30 m17, m20
Table 7
Minimal (6-zero) textures of m.
Minimal (6-zero) textures ofm
m(1) =
⎛
⎝
Xeix 0 0
0 Y eiy 0
0 0 Zeiz
⎞
⎠ m(2) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Xeix
0 Y eiy 0
Zeiz 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(3) =
⎛
⎝
Xeix 0 0
0 0 Y eiy
0 Zeiz 0
⎞
⎠
m(4) =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Xeix
Y eiy 0 0
0 Zeiz 0
⎞
⎠ m(5) =
⎛
⎝
0 Xeix 0
0 0 Y eiy
Zeiz 0 0
⎞
⎠ m(6) =
⎛
⎝
0 Xeix 0
Y eiy 0 0
0 0 Zeiz
⎞
⎠
Table 8
Minimal (4-independent zero) textures of μS .
Minimal (4-independent zero) textures of μS
μ
(1)
S =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Reir
0 Seis 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ μ(2)S =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 0
0 0 T eit
0 T eit 0
⎞
⎠ μ(3)S =
⎛
⎝
0 Q eiq 0
Q eiq 0 0
0 0 V eiv
⎞
⎠All the other combinations are discarded because they either lead 
to 3 independent zeros or 2 independent zeros that are not con-
sistent with the current data. For a compact view we present a 
table (Table 6) that contains all the allowed combinations of mD , 
M and m.
Moreover, the transpose and inverse of the above 3 zero tex-
tures of m are such that they yield same 3 zero textures. Thus the 
seesaw formula implies if 5-zero textures are assumed in M (in-
stead in m) and 6 zeros in m and mD , the resulting textures will 
be identical to the case where mD is assumed to have 5-zeros and 
remaining matrices m, M contain 6 zeros. It turns out that none 
of the permutations generate two-zero textures other than the one 
already obtained above.
3.1.1. Parametrization and phase rotation
To be explicit, we parametrize one set of combination (m3D and 
m9) and (m3D and m
36) which gives rise to mν given in Eq. (3.2). 
To extract the relevant phases out of these allowed mν , let us 
parametrize them in a generic way as
mν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 K2eik2 K3eik3
K2eik2 0 K4eik4
K3eik3 K4eik4 0
⎞
⎠ (3.3)
where for m3D with m
9 combination:
K1e
ik1 = 2Ae
ia−ip−iq+is+ix S X
P Q
, K2e
ik2 = − Ae
ia−ip+iyY
P
,
K3e
ik3 = −Ce
ic−iq+ix X
Q
, K4e
ik4 = − Be
ib−ir+iz Z
R
, (3.4)
and for m3D with m
36 combination:
K1e
ik1 = 2Ae
ia−ip−ir+is+ix S X
, K2e
ik2 = − Be
ib−ir+ix X
,
P R RK3e
ik3 = − Ae
ia−ip+iz Z
P
, K4e
ik4 = −Ce
ic−iq+iyY
Q
. (3.5)
4. Texture zeros in Inverse seesaw
As before we consider the minimal non-singular textures of mD
(presented in Table 2) and m (Table 7) whereas the minimal tex-
ture of μS contains only two-independent complex parameters 
due to its anti-symmetry and given by the 3 possible textures pre-
sented in Table 8.
However, it turns out that if the number of zeros in μS is 
greater than 3 (as in Table 8), all the emerged mν contain 3 or 
more independent zeros and hence discarded. Therefore, to ob-
tain viable structures of mν we stick with the non-singular 2 zero 
textures of μS and are presented in Table 9. Interestingly, unlike 
Linear seesaw, we note that Inverse seesaw leads to all the 7 viable 
two-zero textures (m1ν–m
7
ν ) of mν given in Ref. [22]. In a compact 
way, in Table 10 we present all the combinations that generate 
these textures of mν .
Similar to Table 10, ﬁve more tables can be obtained for 
m(2)D –m
(6)
D . However, all those combinations also lead to all seven 
possible two-zero textures but with different combinations of mD , 
m and μS . We are not listing all these tables.
4.1. Effective mν and its parametrization
We parametrize all emerged viable mν matrices in Table 11 in a 
generic way where Ki and ki are functions of the elements of mD , 
m and μS . We are not listing explicit expressions of each Ki and 
ki parameters as there are many different functions for Ki and ki .
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2-Independent zero textures for μS .
2-independent-zero textures for μS
μ1S =
⎛
⎝
0 0 Reir
0 Seis T eit
Reir T eit V eiv
⎞
⎠ μ2S =
⎛
⎝
0 Q eiq Reir
Q eiq Seis 0
Reir 0 V eiv
⎞
⎠ μ3S =
⎛
⎝
0 Q eiq 0
Q eiq Seis T eit
0 T eit V eiv
⎞
⎠
μ4S =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 Reir
0 0 T eit
Reir T eit V eiv
⎞
⎠ μ5S =
⎛
⎝
Peip Q eiq Reir
Q eiq 0 0
Reir 0 V eiv
⎞
⎠ μ6S =
⎛
⎝
Peip Q eiq 0
Q eiq 0 T eit
0 T eit V eiv
⎞
⎠
μ7S =
⎛
⎝
Peip 0 Reir
0 Seis T eit
Reir T eit 0
⎞
⎠ μ8S =
⎛
⎝
Peip Q eiq Reir
Q eiq Seis 0
Reir 0 0
⎞
⎠ μ9S =
⎛
⎝
Peip Q eiq 0
Q eiq Seis T eit
0 T eit 0
⎞
⎠
μ10S =
⎛
⎝
Peip Q eiq Reir
Q eiq 0 T eit
Reir T eit 0
⎞
⎠ μ11S =
⎛
⎝
0 Q eiq Reir
Q eiq Seis T eit
Reir T eit 0
⎞
⎠ μ12S =
⎛
⎝
0 Q eiq Reir
Q eiq 0 T eit
Reir T eit V eiv
⎞
⎠
Table 10
Compositions for realization of two-zero mν textures with mD =m(1)D .
m →
μS ↓ m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6
μ1S m
1
ν × m2ν m6ν × m5ν
μ2S × m4ν × m4ν m3ν m3ν
μ3S m
2
ν m
6
ν m
1
ν × × ×
μ4S m
5
ν × m6ν m2ν m5ν m1ν
μ5S × m5ν × m1ν × m2ν
μ6S m
3
ν m
3
ν m
4
ν × m6ν ×
μ7S m
4
ν × m3ν m3ν m4ν m4ν
μ8S × m1ν × m5ν m2ν m6ν
μ9S m
6
ν m
2
ν m
5
ν × m1ν ×
μ10S m
7
ν × m7ν × × ×
μ11S × × × m7ν × m7ν
μ12S × m7ν × × m7ν ×
Fig. 1. The ﬁrst two ﬁgures of the top row represent the parameter space for m1ν matrix. Left plot of the bottom row is the variation of JC P with δC P and the right ﬁgure 
shows the hierarchy (normal) of the model.
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Effective allowed mν from Inverse seesaw.
Effective allowedmν from Inverse seesaw
mν Phase rotated mν Parametrization
m1ν =
⎛
⎝
0 0 K1eik1
0 K2eik2 K3eik3
K1eik1 K3eik3 K4eik4
⎞
⎠ m1ν =m0
⎛
⎝
0 0 1
0 y1 y2
0 y2 y3eiα
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = (k2 − 2k3 + k4)
m2ν =
⎛
⎝
0 K1eik1 0
K1eik1 K2eik2 K3eik3
0 K3eik3 K4eik4
⎞
⎠ m2ν =m0
⎛
⎝
0 1 0
1 y1 y2
0 y2 y3eiα
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = (k2 − 2k3 + k4)
m3ν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 K2eik2 0
K2eik2 0 K3eik3
0 K3eik3 K4eik4
⎞
⎠ m3ν =m0
⎛
⎝
1 y1 0
y1 0 y2
0 y2 y3eiα
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = (2k2 − 2k3 + k4 − k1)
m4ν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 0 K2eik2
0 K4eik4 K3eik3
K2eik2 K3eik3 0
⎞
⎠ m4ν =m0
⎛
⎝
1 0 y1
0 y3 y2eiα
y1 y2eiα 0
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = 12 (k1 − 2k2 + 2k3 − k4)
m5ν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 0 K2eik2
0 0 K3eik3
K2eik2 K3eik3 K4eik4
⎞
⎠ m5ν =m0
⎛
⎝
0 0 y1
0 0 y2
y1 y2 y3eiα
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = (k1 − 2k2 + k4)
m6ν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 K2eik2 0
K2eik2 K4eik4 K3eik3
0 K3eik3 0
⎞
⎠ m6ν =m0
⎛
⎝
1 y1 0
y1 y3eiα y2
0 y2 0
⎞
⎠ m0 = K1, K2/K1 = y1, K3/K1 = y2, K4/K1 = y3, α = (k1 − 2k2 + k4)
m7ν =
⎛
⎝
K1eik1 K2eik2 K3eik3
K2eik2 0 K4eik4
K3eik3 K4eik4 0
⎞
⎠ m7ν =m0
⎛
⎝
y1 1 y2
1 0 y3eiα
y2 y3eiα 0
⎞
⎠ m0 = K2, K1/K2 = y1, K3/K2 = y2, K4/K2 = y3, α = (k1 − k2 − k3 + k4)4.2. Numerical analysis
The matrix mν obtained in Linear seesaw case Eqn. (3.5) is sim-
ilar to the matrix m7ν obtained in Inverse seesaw case. In order 
to perform the numerical analysis we use the experimental con-
straints (Table 12) arising from the global ﬁt oscillation data.
We note that the ﬁrst two matrices (m1ν and m
2
ν ) of Table 11
do not trigger ββ0ν decay, due to |m11| = 0 for these two matrices. 
Therefore, we categorize all the matrices presented in Table 11 into 
two different classes.
Class I: Parameter ranges for allowed mν with |m11| = 0
For the numerical analysis of the matrices m3ν , m
4
ν , m
5
ν , m
6
ν
we use the experimental constraints (Table 12) arising from the 
global ﬁt oscillation data. It is seen that all the parameters are 
constrained in a very narrow range and we present them in Ta-
ble 13. The matrices predict a constrained range of δC P phase 
along with an upper bound on the sum of three light neutrino 
masses (imi) well below the upper limit dictated by the PLANCK 
and other astrophysical experiments [43]. For all the four matri-
ces we get normal hierarchical spectrum of neutrino masses. The 
value of m11 is also far below the present experimental probing 
region [44].
Class II: Parameter ranges of the matrices with |m11| = 0
Unlike the previous case, this class of matrices (m1ν and m
2
ν ) 
allow a sizable parameter space compatible with the experimental 
data. However, the matrices also predict constraint ranges of δC P
phase and imi . We present plots of these parameters in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 respectively. From the ﬁrst two plots of Fig. 1 the ranges 
of the parameters read as 1.69 < y1 < 2.93, 1.47 < y2 < 2.97 and 
1.37 < y3 < 3.16.
The Dirac CP phase is constrained as −25◦ < δC P < 25◦ and 
the sum of the light neutrino masses (imi) is obtained within 
the range 0.094 eV < imi < 0.18 eV which is well below the 
present experimental upper bound. In Fig. 2 we present the param-
eter ranges for m2ν . The matrices m
2
ν also allow a sizable parameter 
space and are depicted in ﬁrst two plots of Fig. 2. The ranges 
of y1, y2 and y3 can be read as 1.58 < y1 < 3.4, 1.5 < y2 < 3
and 1.5 < y3 < 2.96. Similar to the previous case, for this matrix 
also the ranges for δC P and imi are constrained in a very narrow Table 12
Input experimental values [42].
Quantity 3σ ranges
|	m231| (N) 2.30 < 	m231(103 eV−2) < 2.64
|	m231| (I) 2.20 < 	m231(103 eV−2) < 2.54
	m221 7.11 < 	m
2
21(10
5 eV−2) < 8.18
θ12 31.8◦ < θ12 < 37.8◦
θ23 39.4◦ < θ23 < 53.1◦
θ13 8◦ < θ13 < 9.4◦
range as −8◦ < δC P < 8◦ , 0.09 eV < imi < 0.16 eV. The hierarchy 
is normal and is depicted in the extreme right plot of the bottom 
row of Fig. 2.
5. Summary
We analyze two low energy seesaw (Linear seesaw and In-
verse seesaw) mechanisms with the assumption of a minimal non-
singular structure of the charged lepton mass matrix me with three 
distinct eigenvalues and non-zero eigenvalues for the effective neu-
trino mass matrix. Non-singular nature of me and mν dictates cer-
tain possible textures for the constituent matrices. In the Linear 
seesaw, in our minimalistic approach, it is seen that 5 is the max-
imal number of zeros that can be accommodated in matrix ‘m’ to 
obtain phenomenologically viable mν . On the other hand, in the 
inverse seesaw, all the allowed two-zero textures can be explic-
itly realized in terms of the minimally parametrized constituent 
matrices. We have numerically explored the allowed parameter 
ranges using neutrino oscillation global ﬁt data and predict 
∑
mi , 
|m11|, J C P and δC P along with the hierarchical structure of neu-
trino masses. One of the important prediction of this scheme is the 
vanishingly small value of δC P which could be tested by the on-
going T2K experiment. All the matrices predict nonvanishing and 
highly constrained range of δC P along with the normal hierarchical 
spectrum of neutrino masses. Numerical analyses shows that two-
zero textures cannot give rise to large CP violation, and therefore 
if δC P = π/2 is established, this minimal scheme will be ruled out. 
However, we can possibly continue to have the same scheme in 
the neutrino sector but with other nontrivial charged lepton mass 
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Parameter ranges of the matrices with |m11| = 0.
mν y1, y2, y3 |δC P | (deg) JC P × 103 ∑mi (eV) |m11| (eV)×102
m3ν y1: 0.06–0.125,
y2: 1.11–1.23,
y3: 0.24–0.50
3.96–5.25 2.3–3.6 0.146–0.215 4.2–6.8
m4ν y1: 0.06–0.23,
y2: 1.118–1.386,
y3: 0.259–0.866
6.51–7.65 3.8–4.8 0.116–0.210 3–6.4
m5ν y1: (7.98–8) × 10−2,
y2: 1.15–1.18,
y3: 0.39–0.41
9.0–9.4 5.25–5.27 0.14–0.172 4.8–5.1
m6ν y1: 0.11–0.14,
y2: 1.17–1.27,
y3: 0.40–0.66
5.72–7.53 1.29–2.59 0.128–0.173 3.5–5.1
m7ν y1: 1.30–1.34,
y2: 0.85–0.89,
y3: 0.79–0.82
0 0 0.127–0.131 0.022–0.023
Fig. 2. The ﬁrst two ﬁgures of the top row represent the parameter space for m2ν matrix. Left plot of the bottom row is the variation of JC P with δC P and the right ﬁgure 
shows the hierarchy (normal) of the model.matrices such that he = mem†e is not diagonal to obtain large CP-
violating phase.
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